RIOT IN PENITENTIARY
Desperate Convicts Try to Regain Liberty
AT KENTUCKY PRISON
ONE OF THEM SHOT WHILE BEING TAKEN

NEW ENGLAND TRIP
Itinerary of the President's Journey.
ALL STATES VISITED
ENTRIES TO TAKE PLACE OF EXCITEMENTS.

WANTS TO BE SENATOR
RECEPTIVE CANDIDATE
He Will Not Make an Active Campaign.
WILL TAKE HIM CHARGE WITH THE LEGISLATURE—He Declares to Be Inveterate.

CANDIDATE CROWLEY,
Denies Democratic Disposition in His Party.

CANDIDATE NEW HAMPSHIRE VETERAN
Denies Democratic Disposition in His Party.

TENNESSEE TROUBLE
Workmen in Dialogue to Be Instructed.

VICTIMS OF THROTTLE ACCIDENT
Two Men Dead and a Woman Injured at ThroTTle.

COAL MINES ON FIRE
Coal Miners Employed in Western States.

SUGAR PLANTERS IN HARLEY
Sugar Planters in Harvey, Louisiana.

BRITISH SHIPS IN NEW YORK
Two British Warships in New York.

FOREIGN PAPERS ON THE ELECTION
French and German Papers on the Election.

PRESIDENT PAYS A VISIT TO DAYTON
President Pays a Visit to Dayton.

BISHOP POTTER TALKS TO LABOR
Bishop Potter Talks to Labor.

WASHINGTON MAN STABBED
William G. Gentry Stabbed at Pottsville.

DEATH OF A MINING ENGINEER
Engineer Killed by a Shaft Collapse.

NEW YORK CABLE
New York Cable Message.

Lancaster Clipper
Lancaster Clipper Message.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF INNOCENT LIFE
National Association for the Protection of Innocent Life.